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: LOOK AHEAD:

Health care repeal passes in House

Sibs and Kids
Preview
Next week bring your
siblings to come and
experience Grand
Valley.

LOOK INSIDE:
WCKS on FM radio
Recent legislature may
allow GV to broadcast
low power FM radio
signals
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Health care conflict: A crowd protests the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. House Republicans are attempting to repeal the highly-debated bill, which was passed last year.
Courtesy photo / Google Images
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Many of the
guarantees or
entitlements in the
health care bill are
going to be looked
at with a fine
toothed comb"

short news
Rec Center introduces
"Friday Night Lights"
The Recreation Center on
GVSU's Allendale campus has
extended its hours operation
on Fridays. The Rec Center will
now be open from 6 a.m. to 12
a.m. Monday through Friday. All
other operating hours remain
unchanged.
The Rec Center will also have
free rock climbing tomorrow
night as part of Laker Late Night.
All the equipment is provided
and the Climbing Center staff
will be on hand to handle the
ropes, tie the knots, and answer
questions. Climbers should wear
appropriate clothes and bring
their student ID.

-Paul Leidig
College Republicans adviser

B1

My goals
are simply
to become
as good as
I can with
the tools
that I have.

What's Inside
A2 News
A3 Opinion

A

B1 Sports
B4 A/E
B5 Marketplace

The Republican-controlled House
moved to repeal of the Patient Protec
tion and Affordable Care Act, which
will overhaul the current health care
system, Wednesday night. All 242
House Republicans voted unanimously
to repeal.
Republicans are making an effort to
repeal the entire bill, which was enacted
in March 2010, to write a new version
that would lower the overall cost of the

health care, according to the Reform
Americans Can Afford Act.
Paul Leidig, adviser of the College
Republicans oiganization at Grand Val
ley State University, said Republicans
are trying to figure out a way to cut
unnecessary spending included in the
bill.
“Many of the guarantees or entitle
ments in the health care bill are going to
be looked at with a fine-toothed comb,”
said Leidig, assistant dean of the Padnos College of Engineering and Com
puting. “Elections have consequences.

The electorates are having much more
of an interest and a say in how their
congressional representatives vote.
People are starting to reengage. 1 think
that is good.”
Small business owners are also
looking to the repeal and the House
to see how their businesses will be af
fected. In a conference call with the
media on Tuesday, Small Business
Administration administrator Karen
Mills and acting Deputy Secretary of
the Department of Commerce Rebecca
See Health care, A2

Education key in Snyder's plan
for economic development
By Samantha Butcher
GW. Managing Editor

Swimmer Aaron
Beebe qualifies
for Olympics

By Chelsea Stoskopf
GVL Staff Writer

they need to succeed in the future.”
The Snyder administration’s plans for edu
cation reform to tie closely with his economic
goals. He plans to push for reform in the first six
months of the year and has met with university
presidents and district superintendents to chart a
course of action.
During meetings, Snyder warned Michigan’s
15 public universities that short-term sacrifices,
including budget cuts, will be necessary to get
Michigan back on track. A two-year budget will
be released in mid-February, a month earlier than
required.
The
second year of
the budget will
act as a guideline for the
government go
ing forward.
“We will not
play kick the can

After a decade of economic woes, newly
elected Gov. Rick Snyder is tackling Michigan’s
down-and-out economy head-on. In his State of
the State address Wednesday, Snyder focused on
economic development, introducing the Michi
gan Dashboard as a tangible way to measure the
state’s successes and failures.
“Simply put, Job One is jobs," Snyder said.
The Dashboard examines 21 areas in five
overarching sectors: economic growth, health
and education, value for government and pub
lic safety. When possible, it indicates Michigan’s
position in national rankings.
Snyder, a Republican, was inaugurated Jan. 1
after beating Democratic opponent Vug Bemero
with 58 percent of the vote in the Nov. 2 election.
A survey released earlier this month by Michi
gan State University reported that 57 percent of
the population have a favorable opinion of
Snyder, while 66 percent believe Snyder
can fix Michigan’s problems.
Snyder said the economy is his top
priority, but other issues on his agenda in
clude education, health and wellness and
public employee compensation.
“There are no quick fixes or
magic solutions. We have a gov
ernance sector with an unsus
tainable financial model,” he
said. “We have far too many
Courtesy photo / mllve.com
people who are not leaving State of the State: Gov. Snyder has pledged to put results above partisanship.
school with the education
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Winter wonderland: Hanna Jones braves the early morning as she
clears snow. Members of the rowing team clear the campus daily.

Rowing team helps
keep campus snow-free
By Molly Waite
GVL Assistant News Editor

From December to Feb
ruary, Grand Valley State
University is regularly bur
ied by snow and ice, a trade
mark of Michigan winters.
But what many students,
faculty and staff do not real
ize is the shoveled and salted
paths are partially thanks to
the GVSU Rowing Team.
Between 5 a.m. and 8
a.m. on days when it snows,
both the men’s and wom
en’s rowing teams shovel
and salt the academic build
ing entrances and some of
the housing areas, said Ken
Stanton,GVSU grounds su

pervisor. During the winter
months, the team members
work seven days a week.
“We put a lot of empha
sis on the snow removal
on campus,” Stanton said.
“Safety for students, facul
ty and staff walking on the
sidewalks is a priority. The
crew team members have a
role here, just like our em
ployees, and they serve an
important function and fill
a niche that is very much
needed."
Clearing the snow is part
of the Rent-A-Rower pro
gram, said John Bancheri,
head coach of GVSU men’s
and women’s rowing. The
See Snow, A2
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Health care
continued from page A1

Blank discussed the impact
the repeal would have on small
businesses.
Mills said small businesses
are concerned by the 1099
reporting requirement, a tax
form for small businesses that
records all revenue given to
employees and independent
contractors. The repeal of the
health care bill would help
eliminate the burdens it creates
for the businesses.
“More than ever, this is
important because this is the
next generation of job creators.

and we have a chance now to
have more support for them to
pursue their dreams,” she said.
However, Mills said the
House’s push for the entire
repeal of the bill would result in
losses for businesses.
“Repealing the entire law
makes bad business sense,”
she said. “Repeal would take
away small business tax credit.
It would prevent a marketplace
where insurance companies
compete for business from
small companies and stifle
innovation among America’s
entrepreneurs.”
The
mandatory
health
insurance policy is also under

Snyder
continued from page A1

the can down the road into the next
year,” Snyder said.
The new budget will likely feature
cuts across the board.
“Governor Snyder hits been very
consistent in that he expects that the
budget will be very difficult for every
agency of government,” said Matt
McLogan, vice president for Univer
sity Relations at GVSU. ‘To the ex
tent that that will impact our campus,
we don’t yet know.”
Budget cuts could spell trouble
for GVSU, which has the lowest state
appropriations of any public univer
sity in Michigan. GVSU receives
$3,473 per resident undergraduate
Full Year Equated Student (FYES).
The University of Michigan-Ann Ar
bor, which has the highest appropria
tions, receives more than $ 15,(XX) per
FYES.
Snyder said increasing funding
for higher education will eventually
be necessary.
The 2010-2011 academic year
saw a 53-pereent tuition raise and a
number of employee sacrifices with
faculty and staff shouldering a larger
percentage of their health care costs
and taking a voluntary pay freeze.
GVSU President Thomas J. Haas
said raising graduation rates and
keeping enrollment stable will be the

review.
Political
science
professor Roger Moiles said
the mandatory health insurance
has been characterized as the
government takeover of health
care.
“Whether you like this health
care bill or not, it’s a landmark
sort of thing,” he said. “We
don't get this kind of sweeping
legislation very often. The
reason that people are probably
upset about this is because it is a
big deal.”
Republicans have taken
some ideas from the Democratic
bill and plans to use them in the
reformed bill. People with pre
existing conditions would still

key to maintaining an affordable tu
ition rate. Earlier this year, he intro
duced the Grand Finish, a $1000
scholarship for students who com
plete 90 credits by the end of their ju
nior year. GVSU is currently ranked
No. 3 in statew ide four-year gradua
tion rates and fourth in six-year grad
uation rates, but Haas said he wants
to improve those rankings.
“When we do this and help our stu
dents move through the system, that
provides us capacity then to bring in
other students then and keep our en
rollment levels very stable, and that
will translate into more efficiencies
and hopefully through the years we
can use that to dampen more increas
es in tuition that might be evident
with state appropriations continuing
to decrease.” he said in August.
Snyder encouraged the univer
sities to turn out higher numbers of
qualified graduates in fields where
Michigan has job openings. Accord
ing to the Office of Institutional Anal
ysis, almost 90 percent of GVSU
graduates stay in the state after grad
uation.
GVSU has doubled the number
of degrees awarded over a decade,
McLogan said. The university’s
presence has a $750 million econom
ic impact in West Michigan and has
generated about 10,(XX) private sec
tor jobs.

nuinaf>int>editor@ lanthorn xorn
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qualify for health insurance, and
dependants would still remain
on their parent’s policy until age
26.
“1 think they recognize that
as much as they would like to
completely repeal the Health
Care Bill, there’s little chance
that it will go through. But they
owe it to the constituents who
voted on having that done,” he
said.
Leidig said there is a low
possibility the repeal will make
it past the Senate. However, if
the Senate votes to repeal, the
bill would go to the president,
who already has threatened to
veto it.

Snow
continued from page A1

team members work around campus to raise
money for races (regattas), training and
travel.
“The sport of rowing is not inexpensive,”
Bancheri said. “Each athlete pays about
$ 1 300 a year. Because crew is a club sport,
we have to do more fundraising to help pay
for expenses. The snow removal is a good
way for them to help themselves.”
Most of the money raised by the snow
removal is used to help the rowers pay for
their spring break training in Sarasota, Fla.,
a trip that Bancheri said costs about $325.
Senior Katie Phelan, an officer on the
women’s rowing team, said the Rent-ARower program is an all-year fundraiser.
Phelan said they have done work through
out the university and in the community,
including cleanups on campus, work at uni
versity events and help for professors and
other GVSU staff.
“Every job that you could possibly
imagine, we’ve done,” Phelan said. “I think
that this is a testament to the rowing team.
This is a testament to how dedicated and
hard-working my teammates are. It's nice
to realize how much we’ve been able to ac
complish around here.”
About seven crew team members help
with the snow removal every day, Stanton
said. The rowers meet behind the Depart
ment of Public Safety building at 4:55 a.m.
to pack supplies into the trucks the university
provides them with for the snow removal.

The only way to override the
president’s veto is for two-thirds
to vote against him in both the
House and Senate. However,
leidig and Moiles agree that
the repeal will be rejected after
it passes the House.
“One reform isn’t going to
do it,” said associate professor
of Health Administration Greg
Cline. We are going to have to
do reform and see how it turns
out. We are going to be at this
a long while. 1 find it almost
impossible to believe that they
have any hope at all of repealing
the whole law.”

cstoskopf@ lanthorn x otn

Wakingupat
4:30 a.m. is not
This is a
easy, said junior
Jimmy Wilkie,
testament to
an officer on
how dedicated
the men’s row
ing team, but
and how hardthe early hour
. .
has not stopped
working my
him from findteammates
ing the positive.
..
“We
can
are/
hang out with
different mem-Katie Phelan
bers of the
GVSU senior rower
team,” he said.
“Sometimes, we only get to spend time
with the men’s team, but when we’re doing
this, we get to spend a little more time with
the women’s team. It’s a little more unified
when you’re all shoveling together at 5 a.m.,
freezing.”
Pushing the wheeled salt spreader is one
of senior Laura Marshall’s favorite parts of
the snow removal. Marshall, an officer for
the women’s rowing team, added she is
also glad to see the work they have accom
plished.
“Sometimes being up and working at 5
a.m., when campus is completely deserted,
makes you wonder why you’re there. But
later in the day when you see cleared door
ways, which are places that the plows can’t
get to, you know that people appreciate not
having to tiptoe on ice or freeze their feet in
the snow in those high-traffic areas.”

assistantnew \s @ lanthorn x otn

New app seeks to help parents of college students
By Eric Higgins
GVL Intern
As students decide where
they want to go to college, their
parents wonder how they will
pay for it. A savings program
recently released a new app to

help families with the financial
aspects of a good education.
The Michigan Education
Savings Program features tax
advantages designed to help the
parent or guardian of a student
who wants to attend college.
Renee Hill, program man
ager for MESP in I IAA-CREF

IF ONE SANPWICH IS
AU yOU KEEP.
WE PEUVEP WITH
LIGHTNING SPEEP!
MlQMXAl C. - HEBPOH. OH

"A

Tuition Financing, said MESP
also offers an in-state income
tax deduction.
“There is also a potential
state income tax deduction on
contributions for Michigan tax
payers and tax-free growth on
earnings if account proceeds are
used to pay for qualified college
expenses,” she said.
The app will be available
for multiple hand-held devices
including the iPhone, iPod
Touch, Android, Palm Pre,
Pixi and Blackberry Torch. For
Android and iPhone owners,
MESP added a calculator to the
app to help customers project
how much money they could
possibly save.
According to a press release
from Pace & Partners about the
MESP app, since TIAA-CREF
Tuition Financing started man
aging the MESP over 10 years
ago, the program has helped
over 105,000 families invest
more than $23 billion toward
college.
The app, the TIAA-CREF
College Planner,allows account
owners to make transactions as
they would on their website,
www.misaves.com.
Hill said MESP created the

GVL / Eric Coulter

Smart money: Junior Jake Espinoza uses his smart phone. Grand Valley
has its own smart phone applications that students can download.

app because with the increase
in smart phone use, parents will
be able to access the MESP
app anywhere. According to a
study by ComScore, more than
453 million people in the U.S.
owned a smart phone in 2010.
“With smart phones becom
ing more and more popular,
MESP wants to make sure we
have the tools to keep up with
busy parents and grandparents,”
she said. “People are on the go,
so now Mom or Dad can check
their MESP account balances
or make a contribution, even if
they at a soccer game.”
Within the app, the user will
be able to access their account,

\Z*T SA

jiMMyjOHNS.coM

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN DR.
616.892.2000

make contributions and with
draw from their account.
Because people use technol
ogy differently. Hill said MESP
would like to help a wide range
of people, not just the technol
ogy savvy.
“MESP will continue to of
fer personal service so custom
ers who do not want to rely on
technology can still speak to an
experienced MESP consultant
on the phone or in person,” she
said. “The application was built
because we do have account
owners who prefer to use tech
nology and online features.”
Michelle Rhodes, director
of Financial Aid at Grand Val
ley state University, said sav
ings programs, if started early
enough, can benefit both the
student and the parents.
“College can be a big ex
pense for families, and it seems
to come up so quickly,” she
said. “If parents or guardians
can start saving early and get
involved in programs that save
money for college, it can only
be a benefit to the student and
the family.”

news@ lanthorn xom
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GV NEWS

Super Science Saturday
at GV
In conjunction with
the International Year
of Chemistry 2011 and
GVSU's 50th anniversary,
the university will host
Super Science Saturday on
Jan. 29 on the Allendale
campus.
From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
every classroom and lab in
Padnos Hall of Science will
be dedicated to handson activities for students, .
parents, teachers and
community members to
explore chemistry.
GVSU faculty and guest,
presenters will show
how chemistry connects
with biology, geology,
physics, health science,
engineering, history, art
and other disciplines.
The event is hosted by ,
GVSU's Regional Math and
Science Center (RMSC),
Department of Chemistry,
and College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences. The event
is free and open to the
public, and no registration
is required. One adult per
five children is requested
for safe supervision.
For more information, ,
visit www.gvsu.edu/rmsc
or contact GVSU's RMSC at
(616)331-2267.

Non-Profit Volunteer
and Internship Fair
The Community Service
Learning Center will hold
the Non-Profit Volunteer
and Internship Fair from
1 to 4 p.m. today in the
Grand River Room of
Kirkhof Center..
The Non-Profit
Volunteer and Internship
Fair is an opportunity
for students to connect
with various agencies
in the greater Grand
Rapids area. Agencies will
offer volunteer and/or
internship opportunities.
For more information,
visit gvsu.edu/service/
non-profit-volunteer-andi
internship-fair-39.htm
or call the Community
Service Learning Center *
at (616) 331-2468.

Seminar highlights
changes in food
legislation
The Van Andel Global
Trade Center will host a
seminar that explores
trends in food imports and
exports from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. on Jan. 26 at GVSU.
The seminar will explore
the changing U.S. food
industry and cover new
food safety laws, food
transportation and import
regulations, requirements
for filing, international
marketing strategies, free
trade agreements, global
food distribution, and local
assistance and resources.
The event will operate
in partnership with GVSU's
Seidman College of
Business and the Michigan
Department of Agriculture.
The seminar is sponsored
by Varnum, MGM, Comerica
Bank and MiBiz.
For registration
information, visit www.
vagtc.org or call (616) 331-;
6811.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is published under the
authorization of the GVSU
Newspaper Advisory Board.

(Corrections
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the
most accurate news possible
if we make a mistake, we want to make
it right If you find any errors in fad in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling
(616)331-2464 or by e-mailing
______editonalglanthom.com
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Preventative measures
More careful watch of Jared Loughner
after leaving Pima Community College
could have saved the lives of six victims
killed in the Tucson, Arizshooting.
For the past tew weeks after the Tucson, Ariz.,
shooting tragedy on Jan. 8, which left six people dead
and 14 others injured, reports have flooded media
outlets detailing U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords’ (D-Ariz.)
continued, and rather miraculous, recovery after
suttering a bullet to the head. The encouraging news
of her recovery, however, has been coupled with some
rather troubling details regarding the history of the
suspected gunman, Jared Loughner, 22.
While attending Pima Community College in Tucson,
Ariz., Loughner maintained a rather troubling behavioral
pattern, especially in August and September of last year
before eventually agreeing to withdraw in October.
Ben McGahee, a third-year instructor at the community
college, told the Washington Post that Loughner had
displayed peculiar behavior on several occasions, from
yelling out a random number and saying, “How can you
deny math instead of accepting it?” on the first day of
class, to writing nonsensical answers on tests.
“I always felt, you know, somewhat paranoid,”
McGahee told The Post. “When I turned my back to
write on the board, I would always turn back quickly to see if he had a gun.”
According to The Post, McGahee said he made several
appeals to administrators to have Loughner removed
from the class, but administrators did not act until
Loughner came into the class, pointed to a copy of the
U.S. Constitution and said, “You’re violating my First
Amendment right of free speech.”
The final straw, a video that Loughner recorded while
walking to various areas of the campus and posted on
YouTube, prompted administrators to suspend him and
eventually force him to withdraw.
To simply release Loughner into the public, however,
was an irresponsible move on the part of the college.
Sure, it is an easy point to make that Loughner should
have been turned over to some sort of psychiatric care,
but based on his actions at the college alone, Pima
should have at least put in an advisory recommendation
to the police, a psychiatrist or some authoritative figure
that he was demonstrating a troubling behavioral pattern.
Someone should have been watching him from the
moment he left the campus.
This brings into question whether or not it is a
college or university’s responsibility to keep an eye
on potentially violent or radical individuals even after
they graduate or leave. While it may not currently be
within the power or interest of a college or university to
keep tabs on such individuals, they can at least transfer
information on such individuals to those with whom that
power resides.
The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Editorial Page Board
Emanuel Johnson
Kim Sander
Samantha Butcher
Anya Zentmeyer

Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor
News Editor

Valley Vote
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YOUR INSIGHTS

Should health care reform be repealed?

"No, because the
U.S. is the only
first world nation
without universal
health care."

"1 think that the
nation should
repeal the forced
parts of the plan,
unless there's
going to be a
public option."

"1 think that once
you give (the
health care), you
shouldn't take it
away. It provides
security for people
who can't afford
it."

"Honestly, I'm not
too well read on
that issue, so 1
have no opinion."

"1 think aspects of
the plan should be
repealed, but there
are some parts
that should be left
alone."

Andrea Gomez
Senior
Sociology
Mexico City, Mexico

Jena Lewis
Senior
Sociology
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Regina Bradley
Junior
Sociology
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Rosemaria
Zamarron
Senior
Photography
Detroit, Mich.

Vickie Burns
Senior
Pre-Medicine
Montrose, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Winter does not need to be so bleak
Chris
Slattery

Winter is so depressing. There's
never anything to do, it's cold, and
Jersey Shore has just started its new
season.
But let us go back to that initial
complaint: ‘there’s never anything
to do.’ When I experienced my first
winter in Allendale, I could only
agree. What could there possibly be
in this town that would provide any
form of entertainment?
As it turns out, there is not a
whole lot of Allendale - or even
Grand Rapids - related fun for the
under-21 crowd or anyone with
out a lot of disposable money, as
bars and movie theatres are very
expensive. My hometown of Grand
Ledge was much the same way,
despite its many grand bridges.
So when there are no beaches
to swim at and hanging out with
friends at your dorm does not quite
cut it, what can you do when Jack
Frost does not want to play?

This week s question:

No: 42%

Will Rick Snyder be able to solve
Michigan's economic problems?

/*>

Vote online at

\>

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Ixinthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
,to the Grand Valley Community.
* Student opinions do not reflect those of
;the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
• The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
iof expression for reader opinions: letters
,to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
I Letters must include the author's name
‘and be accompanied by current picture
^identification if dropped off in person.
•Ijetters will be checked by an employee of
•the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
- Ijetters appear as space permits each
♦ ♦

\

♦ •

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley l .anthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

world violence?
•
Wall decoration con
test. Not interested in braving the
unfoigiving weather? Show of your
artistic side by decorating a wall in
your house. I’ve seen Mario made
out of sticky notes, walls lined with
strings of rubber bands and even
a mural of drawings symbolizing
each person in a group of friends.
You don’t have to be an art major to
make a masterpiece out of old Four
Loko cans; they may stop being
returnable soon.
•
Hockey games. You don’t
have to travel to Detroit to see a
hockey game. The Grand Rap
ids Griffins play just a spit away,
although I wouldn’t recommend
spitting—it’s a nasty habit.
Winter can be boring, but be
tween classes, jobs and complain
ing that there is nothing to do, you
can always find something to do.
Leam to solve a Rubik’s cube, put
on a movie marathon, come up with
your own fun. Have a very Calvin
& Hobbes winter.
Jersey Shore can’t entertain you
forever, so have a winter situation
that would make Snooki jealous.

cslattery@ lanthorn jcom

Government bailouts revitalize auto industry

Is it practical to own an electric car?

Yes: 58%

This question forces students
at Grand Valley State University
to get creative and, heaven forbid,
sacrifice whatever shreds of selfrespect remain after that horrifying
display of beer pong disability last
weekend.
Here is a short list of possible
amusements to be had during these
frigid months:
•
Sledding. Allendale has
an incredible assortment of laige/
steep/potentially-fatal hills, and
many of them exist within the
GVSU campus. It’s not much to
purchase a $5 sled from Meijer or
even craft your own from a trashcan
lid for what could be three more
months of amusement. It may
sound childish, but fun knows no
boundaries, unlike one particular
hill that has very definite (and solid)
ones.
•
Snowball fights. Have
some built-up rage against the per
son living a few doors down from
you? Give your foe a piece of your
mind in the form of a sphere of fro
zen precipitation. This activity also
makes the post-game hot chocolate
party so much more worth it.
Could this be the answer to stop

Detroit is showcasing itself to
the world this week as the North
American International Auto
Show sets up shop at Cobo Cen
ter. Returning to the 2011 show
after a brief hiatus is the German
sports-car builder Porsche.
Also making a comeback at
this year’s show is a renewed
sense of enthusiasm, regional
pride and, most importantly, relief
as the good news continues to
flow out of Ford. General Motors
and Chrysler. All three are hiring
back workers, and all have excit
ing new vehicles on display.
GM, whose world headquar
ters is four blocks away from the
exhibition hall, has begun selling
their Chevrolet Volt advanced
hybrid, and Chrysler has its new
Fiat 500 small car and a new Jeep
Grand Cherokee SUV, built just

down the street from Cobo Center
at Jefferson North Assembly.
Ford’s stock price has climbed
to $ 18/share from a low of about
$2 in 2009 and is expected by
some analysts to climb even
higher given the company’s solid
profitability. GM. too, is seeing
success at the stock market fol
lowing its re-listing on the New
York Stock Exchange this fall and
has also been reporting profits.
However, we would not be
here today if congress and the
Obama administration had not
“bailed out” GM and Chrysler
during the summer of 2009. If
not for the government loan
guarantees, which both automak
ers are paying back, there would
be no auto industry in Michigan,
nor would there be in any of
our neighboring states and the
Canadian province of Ontario.
Millions of other jobs would have
evaporated as well from people
who dry clean suits for execu
tives to the cooks at Miller’s Bar
in Dearborn who serve lunch to
many an autoworker.

Many congressmen from
southern states opposed the aid
to automakers and said unlike
large banks, automakers should
have been allowed to fail. Sen.
Jim DeMint (R-SC) in particular
voiced his opposition. In No
vember 2008, he said even if
the Detroit automakers failed, it
would not be a bad thing for the
country because cars would still
be made in the southeast by other
car companies, otably foreign
companies like Toyota and BMW
that gravitated to southern states
such as DeMint’s because of
cheaper labor.
Fortunately, DeMint and oth
ers like him were not allowed to
benefit their foreign friends at the
expense of our state of Michigan
and our storied car companies.
Fortunately, we have proven the
critics wrong and outperformed
even optimistic expectations for
the rebounding of our automak
ers. And fortunately, it’s all on
display for the world to see at
Cobo Center in Detroit this week.

ajustus @ lanthorn xrom
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Humane Society holds Compassion Fashion Show
//

Humane Society Grand
Valley, Fashion Club unite
for animal-friendly event
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer

With the Humane Society of Grand Valley
State University set to hold its biggest event ever
Friday night, no fur will be flying on the crueltyfree catwalk.
The Compassion in Fashion Show, which
takes place at 8:30 pm. in the Grand River Room
of Kirkhof Center, will showcase chic, animal
product-free fashions designed to be a hit with
two-legged and four-legged fans alike.
"The goal of the fashion show is pretty much
to show people how easy it is to be a compas
sionate consumer and use products that aren’t
tested on animals, as well as dress in products that
aren’t animal products,” said event organizer Lexi
Croswell, a member erf the Humane Society of
GVSU. “It’s just meant to be a fun and informa
tive event to show people some of the options they
can use.”
The highlight of the night is a full runway
show featuring local retailers’ clothing and ac
cessories, all made from non-animal sources. The
show will also include original cruelty-free cloth
ing designed and modeled by the GVSU Fashion
Club.
“One of our members, Chelsea Bashore, has
really been the main designer for this show,” said
Fashion Club President Megan Malone. “She has
made a dress out of trash bags and pages of Nylon
magazine. She also has made several headbands
out of yam and plastic bags that look great. She

I want everyone to have
fun and enjoy themselves
while learning about what
the HSGVSU does as well
as the Fashion Club/'
-Megan Malone
Fashion Club president

is really talented and is very creative with her de
signs.”
Malone said she wants students to appreciate
the message behind the designs as well.
“I hope that the audience becomes more aware
of animal cruelty-free clothing,” she said. “I want
everyone to have fun and enjoy themselves while
learning about what the HSGVSU does as well as
the Fashion Club. I want people to see both clubs
as ones that are striving to make a positive impact
on GVSU and the students
that go here.”
In addition to
the runway show.

the event will also feature a variety of stations. At
the fur testing station, HSGVSU members will
demonstrate three tricks to decipher real fur from
faux fur, and guests are invited to bring their own
wardrobe items to be tested. The nonprofit organi
zation Coats for Cubs will accept donations of any
fur garments, which will then be used at wildlife
reconditioning centers to provide comfort to or
phaned baby animals.
The current animal legislation table will
present information on the newest state and
federal animal cruelty laws, including the
new Truth in Fur labeling act. The humane
shopper station will offer samples of hu
mane cosmetics and products and a list
of designers who have made a commit
ment to fur-free retail.
Lastly, a raffle to benefit the Kent
County Animal Shelter and West
Michigan Critter Haven will include
prizes from Urban Decay, Kiss My Face,
the Humane Society, Starbucks and other
retailers. Tickets will cost $1 each.
Currently, more than 230 guests are confirmed
to attend on the
event’s Facebook page
Croswell

said HSGVSU hopes to fill the Grand River
Room’s 250-person capacity.
“We’re going to have some incentives for peo
ple to come early, like giftbags, hopefully,” she
said.

clone® lanthorn rom

Courtesy photo / Samantha Butcher
Passion for fashion: Junior Andrea Blanchard models
in a fashion show put on by the Fashion Club.; Blanchard
will model again Friday in clothes supplied by local
retailer One Girl's Treasure.
Courtesy photo Google Images

GV professor wins Collegiate
Teaching Excellence Award
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

tab at www.lanthorn.com

Peter Anderson is not good
with attention. As an associate
professor in the Classics depart
ment, he prefers books to the
limelight, although he said it’s
impossible to pick his favorite
one.
It was not impossible for the
students, however, to pick their
favorite teacher. They thrust
Anderson into the spotlight at
the American Philological As
sociation Annual Meeting in
San Antonio on Jan. 8, where he
received a Collegiate Teaching
Excellence Award.
“The award is based partly
on faculty writing letters of sup
port, but also on students writ
ing letters of support. And I’m
convinced that I got it because
my students were able to say
what they thought was special
about my teaching,” Anderson
said. “So I kind of owe it to their
effort.”
Charles Pazdemik, chair of
the Classics department, said

“A Weekend in Paradise”
January 28-29th, 2011
You are invited to a fun-filled weekend for
the siblings, kids, and friends of our Grand
Valley students, faculty and staff. Those
who participate will be involved in interactive
activites, receive discounts for community
events, and help create memories at a
long-standing Grand Valley tradition!

weekend
Registration now open!
Visit www.gvsu.edu/sibsnkids to register.

2011

this is not
merely
a
win for An
derson, but
for Grand
Valley State
University
as well.
“We’re
delighted ANDERSON
by this rec
ognition of professor Anderson’s
good work in the Department of
Classics,” Pazdemik said. “Not
only is the Collegiate Teaching
Award amply deserved -- as his
students well know — but it also
validates the claims we make in
this university about teaching
excellence and the quality and
rigor of our programs.”
A Canadian native, Ander
son moved to America to finish
his doctorate at the University
of Cincinnati with his wife and
two kids in tow.
After originally aiming for
a double degree in social work
and early music, his music pro
fessor suggested he take I^atin as
a supplement. Anderson said he
owes his love for classics to the
energy and passion his teacher
would bring to the classroom.
“He was such a dynamic
teacher and I was so interested,”
he said. “He was really quirky,
like a lot of classics people are.
His passion for it and the inter
est that he brought to it just kind
of jazzed me.”
Although the class did not
change his major, a year’s worth
of thinking did.
“A year into that next
program I thought, ‘I don’t
want to do this, I want to do
classics,’”
Anderson
said.
In 2004, Anderson left his job
at Ohio University to come to
GVSU’s classics department a switch Anderson said he was
happy for.
Now a seasoned GVSU pro
fessor, Anderson said his favor
ite thing about teaching is the
students.
“It’s really satisfying to sec
someone fall in love with a

//

...It also validates
the claims we make
in this university
about teaching
excellence and the
quality and rigor of
our programs/7
-Charles Pazdemik
Classics department chair
subject,” Anderson said. “So
whether it’s my subject or
whether they bring their passion
for something else to the clas
sics department and seek con
nections between what they are
studying in my classroom and
other stuff. No matter how bad a
day is, or how long it is, 1 can al
ways get through it if that week
a student said ‘whoa, that’s so
cool.’ It’s worth it, then.”
When all is said and done,
Anderson only wants his stu
dents to walk away with knowl
edge - whether it be about
themselves or about the world
in some way.
“If I were to think of the most
important thing, it’s for them to
walk out of the class feeling like
they learned about something
they didn’t know about or did
something they didn’t think they
could do,” said Anderson.
Despite his place in the sun,
however, Anderson added that
he likes to think of this award as
belonging to the whole depart
ment and not just himself.
“It’s really great, and hum
bling, to be selected and I really
appreciate it, but it’s kind of like
‘eh, you should be giving that
guy an award, and she needs an
award,’” he said, pointing his
finger at the invisible crowd of
colleagues before him. “Espe
cially here, because this depart
ment is really a great group of
teachers. We’re all really good
teachers and I’m not the best
here, so it’s kind of like a shared
award."
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WOMENS SOCCER

BRIEFS COACH OF THE YEAR
DAVE DIIANNI

GV SPORTS

FOOTBALL
Laker football
lands Valparaiso
recruit
The Grand Valley State
University football team inked its
newest recruit as Dan Hummel
from Valparaiso, Ind., verbally
committed to play for the Lakers
in the 2011 season.
Hummel, brother of Purdue
University basketball
player
Robbie Hummel, is a six-footfive-inch wide receiver from
Valparaiso High School in
northwest Indiana. The high
school senior caught 26 passes
for a total of 481 yards and nine
touchdowns this season.
Interestingly,
the
wide
receiver's senior year was his only
season playing prep football,
where he made an immediate
impact for the Valparaiso team,
which made the state semifinals.
Hummel will join more
than a dozen other commits
as the newest members of
a traditionally strong GVSU
recruiting class.

HOCKEY
Dill Hockey sweeps
Calvin College
r
The Grand Valley State
University men's Division III
hockey team kicked off the
second half of their season this
past weekend with a two-game
sweep of crosstown rival Calvin
College.
The Lakers scored four
goals in each game against the
Knights, winning 4-2 and 4-3
in the two games. Sophomore
goaltender ScottTiefenthal shut
the door and earned the wins in
both games for his fifth win of
the season, and the Lakers won
back-to-back games for the first
time since Dec. 3 and 4 against
Lansing Community College.
The pairof wins improved the
Lakers' record to 11-8-1 on the
season as the team currently sits
at No. 8 in the North Region in
the American Collegiate Hockey
Association's Division III
The team will be in action
again this weekend against No.
3 ranked Saginaw Valley State
University. Friday's game is in
Saginaw, and the Lakers will
come home on Saturday for
an 8 p.m. faceoff against the
Cardinals.

EEKEND

Dilanni wins
award for second
time after leading
GVSU to one-loss
season, National
Championship

//

By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor

fter leading the Lakers to the
two National Championship in
consecutive seasons and see
ing his top defender receive Division II
Player of the Year, Grand Valley State
University head women’s soccer coach
Dave Dilanni has one more piece of
hardware.
Dilanni was named Women's Soc
cer Coach of the Year by the National
Soccer Coaches Association of Amer
ica last weekend in Baltimore, Md.,
where senior defender Jenna Wenglinski also accepted her Player of the Year
award.
The award marks the second time
Dilanni received Coach of the Year
honors after he received the accolade
for the first time in 2006.
“Winning (Coach of the Year) was
a huge honor," said Dilanni, who is in
his eighth season as the Lakers' head
coach. “The past six weeks have been
GVL Archive
very rewarding to the program. The
Leader
of
champions:
GVSU
women's
soccer
coach
Dave
Dilanni
talks
with
his
team
during
student-athletes here are just top notch.
The commitment level they’ve given in practice. Dilanni was recently named the NSCAA Women's Soccer Coach of the Year.
the classroom and on the field has just is what builds a great team, that is the too,” Parise said. “I don’t think there
been unbelievable, and that’s where it difference between a good team and a was another coach that could have even
all comes from.'’
great one, and Coach Dave masters at given Coach Dave a run.”
Dilanni led the Lakers to a 22-1-2 creating a dynamic team.”
Midfielder Kristin Eible, a senior,
record this season, and the team set an
The most recent season may have described Dilanni as a tough, demand
NCAA record with 21 shutouts in 24 been the most remarkable of Dilanni’s ing coach who also knows how to keep
games. In his eight years, Dilanni has a tenure at GVSU. In addition to the 22 a relaxed atmosphere on the team. Eible
157-15-10 record, good for a .890 win wins, his team scored 93 goals and sur said she felt honored to play under Dil
ning percentage.
anni throughout her collegiate career.
rendered just five.
“Coach Dave is
“I would hands-down say he is the
The 2010 team set additional re
so soccer smart,” cords by scoring 17 goals and allowing best coach I’ve ever had,” she said.
said
sophomore zero in four NCAA Tournament games. “What he’s done for this program has
goalkeeper* Chel GVSU also shut out each opponent in been huge, and my personal growth
sea Parise. “He all 15 home games to go 15-0 on the from my freshman year to my senior
knows how to get Lakers’ home turf.
year was incredible as both a person
the best players that
“Being the head coach of a team and a player.”
fit into his program that went back-to-back says enough,
In his eight years as head coach, Di
not only talent- but when you also weigh in all the re lanni said he has learned not only how
wise but personal cords we broke, that says something, to better handle not only his players.
DIIANNI
ity, too. Chemistry

A

What he's done
for this program has
been huge, and my
personal growth
from my freshman
year to my senior
year was incredible
as both a person
and a player."
-Kristin Eible
Senior Midfielder

Courtesy photo / gvsulakers.com
Sage wisdom: Coach Dave Dilanni gives
junior forward Lindsey Marlow advice.

but also himself.
“I’m more at ease with my abilities
as a coach,” he said. “I understand that
I can coach at this level, I can be suc
cessful and lead a group of individuals,
and 1 always have their best interest in
mind with the decisions I make.”
Though, he added, some things
have remained the same.
“From the first year to the eighth
year, we're still bringing in unbeliev
able people into our program,” he said.
“The players and staff I’ve worked
with are a privilege to coach and have
made my job pretty easy.”

sports@ lanthorn com

GOINGfor
theGOLD
GV swimmer qualifies for two
events in 2012 Olympics

SCHEDULE

By Kevin VanAntwerpen

■ Today

GVL Staff Writer

6 p.m.: M. Basketball vs.
Northern Michigan
8 p.m.: W. Basketball vs.
Northern Michigan

1 ■ Friday
4 p.m.: M./W. Track and Field
at Mike Lints Open in GVSU
Fieldhouse
5 p.m.: M./W. Swim and Dive
vs. Hope College
9 p.m.: Dll M. Ice Hockey vs.
Central Michigan
9 p.m.: Dill M. Ice Hockey at
Saginaw Valley

■ Saturday
1 p.m.: M. Basketball vs.
Michigan Tech
1 p.m.: M./W Swim and Dive
vs. Indianapolis
2 p.m.: Dodgeball at Central
Michigan
3 p.m.: W. Basketball vs.
Michigan Tech
4 p.m.: Dll M. Ice Hockey at
Central Michigan
8 p.m.: Dill M. Ice Hockey vs.
Saginaw Valley

Courtesy Photo / gvsuswimdive.blogspot.com
Push to the pedestal: Junior Aaron Beebe (pictured) competes in a past event. Beebe has qualified for two 2012 Olympic trials.

Aaron Beebe, Grand Valley State University’s
first swimmer to ever qualify for the U.S. Olympic
swim team trials, started his swim career freshman
year in high school - a late start in comparison to
most. But Beebe is not one to let his odds get him
down.
“I think it’s my goals that make me different,”
Beebe said. “My goals are simply to become as
good as I can with the tools that 1 have. There are
some people - national talent-wise - who are better
than me. and that’s fine. 1 just want to do the best
I can.”
Beebe, a Clinical Exercise Science major, has
already qualified for two events at the 2012 U.S.
Olympic swim team trials, the event that deter
mines which swimmers are on the U.S. Olympic
swim team.
“It’s going to be a meet unlike any other,” Beebe
said. “The U.S. Olympic Swim Team is so hard to
make. In all the individual
events, you have to be the
first- or second-best in the
nation to make the team.
The goal that I set with my
club coach is to reach the top
eight, which is a lofty goal,
but I think it’s reasonable.
But also, if we’re going that
far, it’s like - why not just
see how far we can take it?”
In addition to qualifying

for Olympic trials, Beebe was also named Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Club’s Swimmer of
the Week and Division II National Swimmer of the
Week twice this year.
“I didn’t even know that could happen in one
season,” Beebe said. “I was pleased, but surprised.
There are some really great swimmers who deserve
it.”
For Beebe, high-caliber success has not come
easy. He has had to make sacrifices - everything
from cycling, which he loved before he took up
swimming, to learning instruments or spending ex
tra time with a significant other.
“There are definitely things I’d like to do other
than swimming,” he said. “But it was one of those
things where I’m not going to be able to do them.
With a sport like this you’re always thinking about
getting to bed on time and your nutrition. It’s all go
ing to affect it.”
Beebe noted days during the summer where he’d
wake up for a two-hour swim at 6 a m., eat break
fast, go to work, and not arrive home until 8 p.m.
Beebe’s coaches - head GVSU swim coach
Andy Boyce and assistant swim coach Roger Kam.
both praised his work ethic.
“He definitely knows what he needs to do to
reach his goals.” Boyce said. “He’s a hard worker
in the pool, the weight room and the class room.
He pushes both himself and others in practice every
day, and he’s always watching videos of his perfor
mance. He’s very methodical."
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Kam said Beebe’s dedication has definitely
helped him become the athlete he is.
“When he came in as a freshman, he was pretty
good swimmer,” Kam said. “But he really broke out
as one of the big guns of the team later on that year.
He’s always putting the team before himself.”
Beebe’s early inspiration to swim came from
watching his older brother, who started swimming
his sophomore year in high school. Despite the fact
his younger brother also swam, Beebe said the sport
does not run in his family - his mother ran track in
high school and his father was a collegiate downhill
skier.
“I think growing up on the Lake, sailing and
swimming really impacted my decision,” Beebe
said. “I’m pretty uncoordinated out of the water.
Swimming was something I was already good at it’s fun, and I enjoy the competition.”
While Beebe’s shot at the Olympics are a roll of
the dice at this point, one thing is for certain - he’ll
put his all into it no matter what.
“If I’m going to invest myself in something. I’m
going to do my best,” he said. “There are people
who obviously don’t have much commitment to a
sport, but they just kind of hobble through it any
way. It’s something that I’ve never been able to
wrap m head around. If you're going to spend this
much time doing something and not try, what’s the
point? I’m going to give it my 100 percent effort.”

kvanantwerpen @ lanthorn .com
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WOMEN'S HOCKEY

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Storrs'focus,
teamwork key to
Lakers'defense
Junior guard Alvin Storrs has demonstrated strong
defense, offense for more than two seasons with Lakers
By Brady Fredericksen
GW. Staff Writer
Courtesy photo / gvsustudentlifesports.com
International ice: Three members of the women's hockey team (above) and head coach Cory Whitaker are
headed to Turkey to compete against other teams from across the world. The Games begin on Jan. 27.

Lakers selected to represent U.S.
at World University Games
Womens hockey players, coach to compete for gold
against five other countries in Ezurum, Turkey next week.
By Jon Adamy
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State University women’s
hockey team will send three athletes and its head
coach to Erzurum, Turkey on Jan. 27 to repre
sent the U.S. in the upcoming World University
Games.
Senior All-American and GVSU team captain
Ashley Rumsey, along with sophomore forward
Shelby Kucharski and freshman forward Chelsea
Minnie were chosen for the team after applying
and trying out in August. Junior goalie Michelle
Wyniemko was selected as a primary alternate for
the team.
GVSU head coach Cory Whitaker was also
selected to be an assistant coach on the U.S. team,
filling the final open spot on the coaching roster.
Whitaker attributed his coaching opportunity to
his players and his assistant coaches, Darrell Gre
gorio and Sean McKeman.
“I’m the product of their hard work," Whitaker
said. “There’s a million ways to coach hockey, but
unless you can get the team of players to buy into
your system, no matter how good of a coach you
may be, you’re not going to be successful. They
deserve the recognition much more than I do be
cause they have a lot of time and energy invested
in this program .”
Kucharski said she was surprised to learn that
she had been selected for the team and that she
is excited to get to compete with her teammates
from GVSU. Kucharski credited her coach for
helping her have the opportunity to compete at the
international level.
“I definitely think (Whitaker has) been a big
promoter not only of Grand Valley, but of wom
en’s hockey,” Kuncharski said. “He’s gotten not
only my name but my teammates’ names out
there. He’s definitely advanced the program here
at Grand Valley.”

This is the first time the U.S. has entered a
women’s ice hockey team into the World Univer
sity Games. Whitaker said that the U.S. was wait
ing until it felt that it could assemble a team that
could not only compete at the international level,
but also have an opportunity to win. The U.S. will
face high-level competition from teams such as
China and Canada, already well-versed in inter
national play.
The U.S. team will have limited time to prac
tice together before the games begin, but Rumsey
said many of the players are already familiar be
cause they have competed against each other be
fore.
“I think an important part of playing well with
a team is just getting to know the girls,” Rumsey
said. “Even if we don’t have as much on ice prac
tice time, we’re going to have a long flight, and
we’re going to be spending a lot of time together,
and 1 think that will really help us play together in
the long run.”
Since women’s ice hockey is a club sport
at GVSU, the players will need to find funding
for the trip to Turkey. Each of the athletes from
GVSU will have to contribute about $2,500 outof-pocket and with the help of donations, which
both Whitaker and his athletes believe show their
level of dedication to the sport.
“There’s this ugly sort of tarnished word when
some people talk about club hockey or club sports
in general,” Whitaker said. “This is our opportu
nity to say, ‘Look, you can call us whatever you
want, but what we are is competitive athletes
that chose a different path, and that doesn’t mean
we’re any less of a hockey player. That doesn’t
mean we’re any less of a student athlete. What
it means is that we believe in the program, the
ACHA and Grand Valley.’ And that’s ultimately
what all of these girls are saying by spending their
own money to participate at this level.”

jadamy@ lanthorn t om

For many basketball play
ers, the only things that mat
ter are three-pointers and
dunks. Those are what the
crowd loves, but junior guard
Alvin Storrs looks at it dif
ferently - you might say he is
a little defensive about it.
The guard from Northville
prides himself on his defense
and has been a steady pres
ence on that end of the floor
for the Lakers.
“Alvin sets the tone for
our defense with his effort
and energy,” said head coach
Ric Wesley. “Defense is a
team effort, but his mindset
and individual efforts are a
help.”
His effort and enthusiasm
for defense are some traits
Storrs has possessed since
coming to GVSU in 2007.
Storrs, who has won the
team’s defensive player of
the year award the past two
seasons, has been a catalyst
for the team’s defense dur
ing the past two and a half
seasons.
“The defensive MVP is a
big award within the team,”
said Wesley, whose teams
have specialized in defense
during his tenure. “As (Al
vin) has gotten older, he’s
started to recognize situa
tions better by being aggres
sive without fouling.”
Subdued and relaxed off
the court, Storrs ability to get
into a defensive mindset and
do the gritty dirty work in
game can be attributed to his
pre-game study and prepara
tion.
“I always prepare myself
mentally to work hard,” he
said. “I work hard in practice
on defense and try to always
guard tough and be a good
help-defender for my team
mates. So, it’s team defense
most of the time, but 1 try
to make the right play at the

GVL Archive
Star defense: Junior Alvin Storrs drives the lane. Storrs has won
defensive player of the year for two consecutive seasons.

right time.”
Not to be outdone on the
offensive end, Storrs cur
rently sits third on the team
in scoring at nine points per
game. However, while his of
fensive game is important to
the team’s success, his abil
ity to limit the other team on
defense is his most valuable
asset. He has a team-high 31
steals this season.
“I really try to focus on
the scouting report and re
ally try to absorb as much in
formation as I can about the
player I’m guarding,” said
Storrs, who recorded a sea
son-high five steals against
Saginaw Valley State Uni-

Off-Campus Student Housing for only
mm
STORRS

//

"rates vary depending on number of occupants

4 Bedroom Unit
1800 Sq. Ft.
Allows Pets
Washer and Dryer Hook-up
Big Back Yard
Quiet and Country Atmosphere

More or less,
you've got
to just take it
personally-you
don't like your
guy to score on
you or on your
team, so you
need to focus on
your man and
on helping your
team n
-Alvin Storrs
GVSU guard

versity on Jan. 6. “More or
less, you’ve got to just take
it personally- you don’t like
your guy to score on you or
on your team, so you need
to focus on your man and on
helping your team.”
Leading the team in steals
during both the 2009-10 and
2010-11 seasons, Storrs’ de
fense does not only include
steals and the occasional
blocked shot. The junior’s
usual assignment each game
is the opposing team’s top
scorer, a task Storrs thrives
on.
A key to successful de
fense is effort, something
Wesley expects from Storrs
every game. Wesley uses
words like “tenacious” and
“desire” to describe his
guard’s defense, and the in
tensity on the defensive end
is not always seen on the stat
sheet.
“We keep track of de
flections, and really, it’s not
even close. (Alvin) probably
has two times as many as the
next guy on the list,” Wes
ley said. “He really disrupts
the other team, which forces
turnovers and leads us to
easy baskets.”
Creating offense from de
fense is one of the main rea
sons GVSU has seen so much
success this season. Storrs’
ability to inspire his team
mates defensive play and do
his job well during the game
will need to continue as the
season progresses for GVSU
to continue their success.
“I definitely feel like we
have a lot of great defenders
on our team, and so it might
rub off on guys who don't
like defense as much,” Storrs
said. “1 really feel like our
team has a lot of good and
great defenders, so it’s kind
of just us working together.”

bfredericksen @ lanthorn jcom

Experienced Attorney
3 IVfiles from Campus

Get More for

www.davidknocstcrplc.com

Located on Rkh
1 Mile from Allendale Ca
616-742-511

See us at www.universityapartmentsallendale.c
v
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TRACK AND FIELD

Distance runners
manage to juggle
academics, athletics
“My advice to underclassmen would be
to never give up,” Burgess said. “Sometimes
GW. Staff Writer
your sport may seem hard, and it may seem
like you aren’t getting anywhere, but you
just
have to believe it will all pay off in the
or Grand Valley State University
end.
Plus, you always have teammates and
runners
Lori
Burgess,
Megan
coaches
who will listen to you.”
Maceratini and Shaylee Vanderbaan,
The
long
season distance runners face is a
going to college was never just about school.
grind
accompanied
by its academic rigors.
I he athletes, who compete throughout the
“I
approach
everything
the same way
entire academic year - cross country in
because
with
school,
I
obviously
have to put
the fall, indoor and outdoor track from the
forth
the
best
effort
for
grades
to get into
winter to spring - say life is a matter of
nursing
school,”
Maceratini
said.
“I feel like
juggling the numerous responsibilities of a
being
disciplined
in
athletics
and
finding
student-athlete.
time
to
enjoy
specific
activities
was
how I
“My daily routine consists of waking
was
brought
up.
We
must
be
disciplined
as it
up, going for a short run, followed by
is
easy
to
not
do
certain
things.
We
just
have
class, practice and running some more,”
Vanderbaan said. “Then usually 1 am back to put forth that good effort.”
The biggest goal is a National
to class, and five days a week 1 go to work,
Championship,
a title the GVSU women
then study, then finally bed by around 10
hope to bring to Allendale this season.
because I am so tired by then.”
“1 absolutely love to run, it is such a huge
For these three athletes, distance running
part of my life,” Vanderbaan said. “I have
is their specialty. However, that does not
been running competitively for 10 years, so
mean that it is always easy.
running and going to practice every day is
“My freshman year was harder, but
just a part of my life. Because all the other
eventually it just became what I do,”
girls on the team are doing the same thing, it
Maceratini said. “If you take it one season
makes it easier. So the season really doesn’t
at a time, you are training for cross-country,
feel that long because it just feels like part
then indoor track, then outdoor track. As I
of
my life.”
was coming into the program and watching
While running seems to be in the blood of
older people go with it, 1 remember a fifththese three talented individuals, school also
• year senior who studied nursing, also my
takes priority.
field of study, who told me it was nothing I
“We were taught to be students first and
couldn’t do if I put my mind to it.”
athletes second,” Maceratini said.
The life of a distance runner means
The indoor track and field season has just
competing
from
September
through
begun, and the athletes will compete this
December schedule for cross-country, then
weekend at home at the Mike Lints Open.
the indoor track season runs from January
Zsepamk@lanthonrn.com
through March, finished off by the outdoor
track season that spans from April through
May.

By Zach Sepanik

F

GVL / Andrew Mills

Going the distance: Freshman Madie Rodts runs in the one-mile race during the Bob Eubanks Open in the Laker Turf
Building. Rodts was also on the women's cross country team that won its first NCAA National Championship last semester.

Meadows golf superintendent
attends 3-day seminar at Wake Forest
Leadership, financial management stressed at golf seminar

■

//

By Derek Wolff

We focused on developing
leadership, personal development,
negotiation skills and finances, all
of which I think will be beneficial for

Assistant Sports Editor

They say the grass is
always greener on the
l£r side.
Earning how to keep
Jws.greens in the beat pos
sible condition was onjy
one of the things Ron
Dahlin,
superintendent
For Grand Valley State

§

our course/'
-Rob Dahlin
Meadows Golf Club Superintendent^

I DAHLIN
Umversity s Tne Mead
ows Golf Club, learned
exciting for him.
while attending an execu
“We focused on devel
tive professional seminar
oping leadership, personal
in December at the Syn
development, negotiation
genta Business Institute at
skills and finances, all of
Wake Forest University in
which I think will be ben
Winston-Salem, N.C.
eficial for our course,”
Dahlin was one y6f
Dahlin said. “I'm fortu28 golf superintendents
/'nhte to work with young
from around the country
people as well, so I’m
selected to partake in the
hoping to use some of
intensive three-day semi
the skills that I learned to
nar. Participants learned
help as well.”
about financial manageDahlin exchanged in
raenL human resource
formation and tips with
management and 'negotia
the other superintendents
tion skills.
attending the senrinar. A
The progra
wide range of public and
by Syngenta, aims to.
private courses from Cali
vide ideas and
forflia ttv Florida and New
help superintendents with
York sent representatives.
their careers and benefit
The golf course indus
the courseS.and staffs that try is m a state of decline,
they oversee. 2009 Was 8ajd Wake Forest repreit was of-

Forest ire
for the future/'Ja
Dahlin was one of KO
golf superintendents asked
to apply out of a field of
nearly 20,000 supetmteryjjpnts nation-wide. He
Usaid being chosen for the
ae$tn*r and getting

eburse mainte
nance i* first and fore
most a business* but it’s
a business in decline with
some courses going out of
business and going bank
rupt,"^ L Middaugh Siid.
'‘Superintendents
idgc

*VJMibhf wlth his

is essential to the survival

t

.\>evo 1)<> Yon Q
^ Vor Info? 0

of both public and private
golf courses.”
The program combines
top-rate business innova
tions and techniques with
golf course management,
a proposition that Synge
nta found lucrative when
they
first /approached
Wake Forest University
about hooting the seminar
two years'ago.
“Our intention was to
create a program through
a leading business school
that supplemented and
complemented their exist
ing knowledge base,” said
Scott Cole, golf market
manager for Syngenta. “A
professional educational
program like this is un
heard of in this industry.”
Dahlin said the differ
ent combined aspects of
communication, business
management and course

upkeep will help him give
back to the community.
“Attending the seminar
helped me to realize that
there are aspects of my
job that are easier than
others,” he said. “Agricul
ture is easy, while deal
ing with people is a little
more difficult. But what
1 learned (at Wake For
est) will help to give me
a broader view of how to
best serve the community
and the university.”
The seminar is ex
pected to run again in De
cember this year, giving a
new group of golf course
superintendents the hope
for greener pastures next
season.
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Event to reflect
on MLK's legacy
By Patrick Nothaft
GVL Staff Writer

WCKS adviser seeks student input on viability ofFM radio broadcasting atGV
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor

CKS adviser Len O’Kelly is looking to take ad
vantage of new bills that would allow for educa
tional and community organizations to acquire
low-power FM radio signals.

W

The House and Senate passed the bill intro
ducing The Local Community Radio Act, H.R. 6533, in December,
and President Barack Obama signed the bill into law on Jan. 4.
Initial worries on behalf of the FCC argued that an increase in
low-power community stations would cause possible interference
with larger high-power stations, though developments since 2000,
when the FCC first limited licenses for LPFM stations, have made
the FCC change their stance and encourage congress to pass the
bill.
“This is a huge legislative victory for community groups who
have wanted to communicate directly to the people,” said Congress
man Lee Terry (R-Neb.), who was responsible for the bill, on his
website. “Now their dream is reality. This important law will em
power groups and organizations to give a voice to the people. 1 am
anxious to listen to low-power station that will be formed thanks to
this new law.”
Since then, O’Kelly has put together a survey, which he has al
ready distributed to his Communications Broadcast class CBR 380.
O’Kelly said he would also be passing it through the school of com
munications.
“I am surveying college students about their music listening hab
its in order to determine, essentially, whether GVSU needs an overthe-air signal for student radio,” he said. “Should GVSU try and get
one? That’s what I hope to find out.”
O'Kelly said beyond the university perspective he would also
like to see a broad cross-section of the surrounding community re
spond.
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Radio signals: Low power FM stations in Michigan (above) are slowly

t

cropping up across the state.

1

As a result of the new LPFM legisla
//
tion, which has been amended several
Should
times since the early 2000s, primarily
on the coattails of other proposed bills,
GVSU try
LPFM stations have begun to spring up
to get (a
across the country, many here in Michi
gan and the west side of the state.
low-power
Unlike high power stations that can
cost upwards of a $l million, LPFM sta
FM
tions are relatively affordable for small
signal)?
communities and educational institutions.
An antenna and transmitter have an ap
That's
proximate cost of $2)000 to $5j000, ex
what I
cluding legal fees, maintenance and other
costs. O’Kelly said if the university agrees
hope to
to the venture, expense estimates could
total $12,000 to $15j000, though there is
find out."
the possibility of generating revenue with
advertising to help supplement the pro
•Len O'Kelly
posed cost.
WCKS adviser
Freepress.net, a non-partisan orga
nization that supports LPFM stations,
advocates their proliferation for several
reasons, including strengthening the com
munity identity, creating an outlet for ama
teur musicians to get their music heard,
encouraging diversity on the air, creating
opportunities for young people, especially
college students who are interested in ra
dio to learn about the business, and provide
farmers with up-to-date agricultural infor
mation
Opponents, including National Public
Radio and the Nation Association of Broad
casters, argue that LPFM stations increase
signal interference and further burden the O'KELLY
high-power stations. Specifically, the NAB
claims full power FM broadcasters “en
hance localism” by providing community responsive information
such as emergency information. Allowing low power FM stations to
have equal spectrum rights could be detrimental to these necessary
programs.
Investors in radio also argue that deregulation of LPFM services
hinder the development of digital radio, though HD radio is limited
to about one percent of a stations power.
In the West Michigan area there are a number of new LPFM
licenses, which primarily belong to religious organizations. Calvin
College is among them.
O’Kelly said if the LPFM idea is realized, it could become an
other tool in recruiting for the university and the broadcasting pro
gram.
Funding for the possible project is another question that O’Kelly
and Media Advisory Board head Bob Stoll would have to explore if
acquiring a LPFM license were to reach a consensus approval with
in the university. Stoll was unable to be reached for comment.
Possible corporate sponsorship is an option. Currently Meijer is
sponsor of WGVU programming. A similar partnership could prove
to be beneficial.
Once research is concluded, the information will be passed along
to the Media Advisory Board.
The survey is available at www_surveymonkeycom/s/RTTMRGY.

arts@ lanthorn com
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Dimly lit coffee shops
with clever names like
The Bean’s List or Cafe
Diem regularly lure hip,
young college students
through their doors with
poetry readings, live mu
sic and stimulating discus
sions, but $4 lattes and $2
muffins oppose the under
grad’s “I’m-there-if-it’s- MANSER
free” ethics.
Grand Valley State University’s Student
Senate will encourage those ethics plus poetry,
music and critical discussion on Friday when it
hosts the week’s final Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Commemoration event.
‘The Art of Reflection: Listen, Watch,
Dance” will begin at 4 pju. in the Pere Mar
quette Room of Kirkhof Center and will fea
ture vocal performances, poetry readings, a
film screening and a subsequent discussion.
The three-hour event is free, and food and bev
erages will be provided.
“This is a relaxing way to reflect on the
week’s events and Martin Luther King’s mes
sage,” said JJ. Manser, Student Senate vice
president of Diversity Affairs. “The poetry,
music and film all have to do with the theme
of using the past actions of Dr. King to affect
the future.”
“Shake the World,” the theme to this year’s
Martin Luther King Jr. Commemoration Week,
reflects the societal changes King represented
and our own ability to instill change, Manser
said.
Christina Jackson, a graduate student in the
Office of Multicultural Affairs, said her poem,
“Hoses,” challenges the acceptability of using
race to categorize people.
“It is a response to my position as a person
of color living in a space that undermines my
abilities by virtue of a socially constructed cat
egory: race,” Jackson said.
Senior Donald Curry, who will perform
“Lift Every Voice and Sing,” said he is in
volved in the event because he enjoys singing
and wanted to contribute to the Martin Luther
King Jr. Commemoration Week.
“I try to get involved in opportunities that
allow me to share my culture and talents with
others,” Curry said. “Martin Luther King Jr. is
very important to the Black community, and
he deserves a campus-wide celebration.”
A screening and discussion of the 2004
documentary “The N Word” will conclude the
event. The Student Senate has chosen play the
86-minute film because it explores the word's
impact historically and in the present, said
Manser, who will lead a discussion following
the screening.
The documentary, which features inter
views from actors Whoopi Goldberg, Samuel
L. Jackson and Ice Cube among others, asks if
the meaning of the word has changed and what
factors may have caused those changes.

pnothaft@lanthorn com

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
ntroduction - 4 p.m.
Jessica Young, Student Senate Diversity
Affairs Committee
J J. Manser, vice president Student
Senate Diversity Affairs

I
•

Vocal Performance I

"Lift Every Voice and Sing"
Performed by GVSU student Donald
Curry
Poetry Reading I
Christina Jackson, graduate assistant
Office of Multicultural Affairs
Christanh Nguyen, GVSU student
JJ. Manser, vice president Student
Senate Diversity Affairs
Poetry Reading I
Christina Jackson, graduate assistant
Office of Multicultural Affairs
AJ J. Manser, vice president Student
Senate Diversity Affairs
Refreshments served

)•

>
•

Vocal Performance II
Redemption, GVSU vocal ensemble

Poetry Reading II
Jenika Townsel, GVSU student
Melissa Delgado, GVSU studENT
Movie
The N Word* Documentary - running
time 86 minutes
Discussion
Led by JJ. Manser, vice president
Student Senate Diversity Affairs
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Announcements
No spring break plans? Make
planning
easy
at
Lanthorn.com. Click the
“Travel” tab and check on
prices to the best spring
break destinations with only
a
few
clicks,
www. lanthorn. com
Sibs and Kids weekend
2011. A weekend in Para
dise. January 28-29th 2011.
Register
now
at
www.gvsu.edu/sibsnkids
Support our future! With the
KAnt County Mentoring Col
laborative. Learn how to be a
mentor at kentcountymentoring.org
Want GVSU news now? The
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit
our website, Facebook, You
Tube, or Twitter for the latest
GVSU campus and sports
news, www.lanthorn.com
We deliver! 7 days a week.
Jimmy John’s in Allendale.
616-892-2000
_________ Services_________
Experienced Attorney 3 Miles
from Campus. 616.895.7300.
www.davidknoesterplc.com
616-895-7300

University Bookstore. Shop
online anytime with the University
Bookstore.
www.ubs.qvsu.edu
________ Wanted________

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Employment
The Lanthorn is hiring. Web
Team, Writers and Interns.
Stop in our office, 0051 Kirkhof for an application today.
616-331-2460
www.lanthorn.com
Wireless communication
sales position. Good people
skills and being tech savvy a
must! Part time. Located in
Grand Haven. Hourly com
mission. Please email resume
and references to grandhavensales@hotmail.com.
Work on Mackinac Island.
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas this summer:
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen,
Baristas. Housing, bonus,
and discounted meals. (906)
847-7196. www.theislandhouse.com
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King Crossword

Housing________
3-4 bedroom duplex for rent
winter semester.
Len
586-709-2659 .

ACROSS

Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
& Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511

I Peculiar
4 Bikini half
7 Poet
Angelou
II Satirical
comic Sahl
13
the
ramparts

Livin’ Large. Copper Beech
townhomes and apartments
have up to 2000 ft of square
space. Enjoy big style with
out
the
price.
Call
616-895-2900 or visit
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
University
apartments.
Off-Campus Student Hous
ing for only $245 per person
per month. Located on Rich
Street 1 Mile from Allendale
Campus. 616-742-5110.

99

14 Mid-month
date
15 Celebrity
16 Witty one
17 Last year’s
frosh
18 Skewered
entree
20 Mineral
hardness
scale name
22 Apprehend
24 Toy (with)
28 Sheriff
32 Did a
cobbler’s job
33 Composer
Khachaturian
34 Catch some
rays
36 Require
37 Stiff
39 Lustrous, in
a way
41 Meryl
Streep’s
alma mater
43 Hawaiian
garland
44 Overly
confident
46 Fake drake

30 “Before,”
in an Alger
story
31 — Vegas
35 Zero
38 Weir
40 Started
42 Talk nonstop
45 Former veep
47 Arrived
48 Elliptical
49 Tug hard
50 Trivia maven
Jennings
51 Lemieux
milieu
52 Which
person
54 Morning
moisture

quantity
50 New Zealand
6 Shop talk
bird
7 City in
53 Bow the
Orange
head
County,
55 Coffee
Calif.
56 Reverberate
8 Commotion
57 Raw rock
9 “Uh-huh”
58 Mideast
10 Blond shade
sultanate
12 Message
59 Night light?
19 “Hum-bug!”
60 Fresh
21 Storefront
61 Wapiti
sign abbr.
23 Cudgel
DOWN
1 Siberian city 25 Run off
26 Ogler’s look
2 Be too fond
27 Vortex
3 Colorless
28 Sportscaster
4 Violinist’s
Albert
need
29 Met melody
5 Paper
© 2011 King Features Synd., Inc.
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By Samantha Weaver
• It was American astronomer,
astrophysicist and author Carl
Sagan who made the following
sage observation: “The fact that
some geniuses were laughed at
does not imply that all who are
laughed at are geniuses. They
laughed at Columbus, they
laughed at Fulton, they laughed
at the Wright brothers. But
they also laughed at Bozo the
Clown.”
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• If you’re like the average
American woman, you will eat
4 to 6 pounds of lipstick during
your lifetime.
• You probably won’t be
surprised to learn that Alaska
is the most northern and
western state in the Union, but
would you believe that it’s also

names. In India, for example,
the stars are known as the Seven
Sages, and Mongolians call
them the Seven Gods. Many
in Northern England see a
Butcher's Cleaver rather than
a dipper. Scandinavians think
it looks like King Charles’
Wagon, those in Finland call it
the Salmon Net, and the Dutch
have named it the Saucepan.

the easternmost state? Yep.
Because the state crosses over
into the Eastern Hemisphere,
it’s technically farther east than
Maine.
• In Alabama, lawmakers
once thought it necessary to pass
a law forbidding the operation
of a vehicle while wearing a
blindfold.

• A shrimp’s heart is located
in its head.
***
Thought for the Day: “If
history repeats itself, and the
unexpected always happens,
how incapable must Man be of
learning from experience.” George Bernard Shaw

• Traffic is so bad in Tokyo
that for most trips shorter than
50 minutes, it’s faster to ride a
bicycle than it is to drive a car.
• You’re almost certainly
familiar with the grouping of
stars known in the U.S. as the
Big Dipper, made up of the
seven brightest stars in the
constellation Ursa Major. You
might not know, though, that
other cultures call it by different

(c) 2011
Synd., Inc.
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Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
1

9
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4

Look for Sudoku

answers online at
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★ ★
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★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
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Courtesy photo / amsov.org
Music to GV's ears: The Grand Rapids Symphony Orchesta (above) is regarded as one of the best regional symphonies in the country. The Grammy-nominated orchestra will perform in the Louis Armstrong Theatre at noon Wednesday.

Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra graces Arts at Noon series
website, the symphony was
established in 1930 and currently
performs for the West Michigan
community more than 400 times
each year. Under music director
David Lockington, the symphony
reaches more than 170,000 listeners
through eight concert series and
various educational and outreach
concerts throughout the year.
“The main value of listening to
music for anyone is the way that
a great performance of musical
master works can make time stand
still,” said orchestra director Dr.
Henry Duitman.
The symphony also provides
the orchestra for the Grand Rapids
Ballet Company and Opera
Grand Rapids. The symphony has
recorded 12 albums, including
its
2007
Grammy-nominated
“Invention & Alchemy.”
“It is regarded as one of the finest
regional orchestras in the country,”
Williams said. “The Grand Rapids
Symphony benefits the West
Michigan area by supporting a
high quality of life and fostering a

Director seeks to
open new minds to
classical music
By Rebekah Young
Staff Writer

On Wednesday, students can
experience musical mastery when
the Grand Rapids Symphony
Orchestra performs on campus.
“Everyone at Grand Valley can
benefit from listening to a high
quality musical performance by a
leading professional organization
right here on our Allendale
campus,” said Dr. Mark Williams,
coordinator for the Arts at Noon
Series and assistant professor of
trombone.
As part of the Arts at Noon
Series, the concert event will take
place from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre with free
admission to the public.
According to the GRSO

sense of community.”
During its performance at
GVSU, the symphony will be
directed by associate director John
Varineau, who has served in his
current position for 26 years and
conducts the orchestra for all of its
concert series performances.
Varineau also conducts several
educational concerts in Michigan,
teaches clarinet at Calvin College,
Cornerstone University and Grand
Rapids Community College, and
serves as an adjunct professor at
GVSU.
“Varineau has chosen a diverse
program that should be very
entertaining,” Williams said. “Live
performances can be very thoughtprovoking, and exploring different
aspects of our culture is at the heart
of a liberal education.”
As the orchestra director
for GVSU, Duitman expressed
enthusiasm for his students to hear
the GRSO perform on the same
stage the students regularly use.
“They will learn so much
and be inspired by listening to

and watching players who were
probably in a university orchestra
just a few years ago and have now
progressed to a higher level of
proficiency,” he said.
In addition to next week’s
concert, the GRSO gives students
more opportunities to listen to
its performances through its
Student Passport program. This
year-round
program
allows
students to purchase $5 tickets
to select concerts at the DeVos
Performance Hall. The program
can be accessed at grsymphony.
org.
But music students are not the
only ones who can appreciate the
GRSO.
Duitman said anyone can
enjoy great musical performances
because the moment when time
stops and the music swells,
music can “make you realize that
your life now has a dimension
of clarity, richness and joy that
couldn’t have been attained in any
other way.”

ryoung @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy photo / Google Images
Maestro: David Lockington (pictured) has been the music
director of the Grand Rapids Symphony for 12 years.

Film series takes on Hollywood perspective
Independent films to show world through eyes of women
By Joshua Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Eric Coulter
Culture in the community: Zulema Moret, GVSU Director of Latin American Studies, is the co-founder of the
Chiaroscuro Film Series at the Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts. The films are free and open to the public.
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With the new year now truly
underway, it is time to look for
ward to one of the year’s big
gest and earliest events in the
greater Grand Rapids area.
The Chiaroscuro Film Series
marks its return this January
with a collection of new films
focusing on a singular subject
from the Grand Rapids area
and from around the world.
The 2011 Chiaroscuro Film
Series will focus on the femi
nine outlook on the concepts
of love, life, beauty and justice,
as seen through the lens of a
film camera. With six feature
films directed by women from
around the world, the series
will pair the films with a collec
tion of shorts crafted by local
filmmakers. Panel discussions
will follow each screening.
“Our mission is the promo
tion of cultural diversity and
awareness through the show
ing of international film and
round table discussion for the
benefit of students and mem
bers of the community,” said
Dr. Zulema Moret, co-founder
of the Chiaroscuro Film Series.
“In all of our programs, we try
to foster a good-working rela
tionship between members of
the community, students and
professors.”

The sense of community is
at the core of this film series.
One of the short films, a
collection of animation pieces,
was spearheaded by Film and
Video Production professor
Deanna Morse.
“Set to premiere on March
20th, the nine-minute short
actually consists of four childmade animated films, entitled
‘Imagining Olympics,’ ‘Pup
pet Magicians,’ ‘Behind the
Scenes’ and ‘Super Dough
nuts,”’ Morse said. “For the
past three years, we have part
nered with the (Grand Rapids
Community Media Center)
to offer animation workshops
for youth in our community.
We are part of the Animation
Workshop Group of (Asso
ciation Internationale du Film
d’Animation), the international
organization of animators, and
each year we join with youth
workshops around the globe to
make a film around a common
theme or visual idea.”
With previous themes rang
ing from the connection be
tween food and ethnicity to
the concept of love between
members of different cultures,
201 l’s series will focus on
the world as seen through the
eyes of women. Through these
themes, those behind the series
hope to bring to light new ideas
and worlds for the public at
large.

“In our society, there are
basically two kinds of film:
those produced by Hollywood
and the independent art film,”
Moret said. “The Hollywood
vision of the world can be very
narrow and concentrates on
primarily Anglo Saxon ideals.
Art films, on the other hand,
offer a more diverse look at
the human condition, giving a
more realistic view through its
narrative, visual and esthetic
concepts. The short films in the
series will give producers and
local directors an opportunity
for candid feedback and discus
sion with members of the audi
ence and offers several cultural
and education opportunities for
viewers and filmmakers alike.”
Women take the spotlight
this year.
The series will look at the
medium of film and the way
narratives are told through the
eyes of women through six
films from six respected names
in the film world. According to
the Urban Institute for Contem
porary Arts, films from names
like Isabel Coixet (whose “The
Secret Life Of Words” was the
first film shown for this year’s
series) and Catherine Breillat
(“Bluebeard”), will be part of
this year’s collection.
For a full list of films, visit
http://www.uica.otg.
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